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[1] The response of the wave‐driven circulation within coastally bounded reef‐lagoon
systems to varying lagoon and channel morphology was investigated using a two‐
dimensional coupled wave‐circulation numerical model. Numerical experiments were
conducted using a series of coastal reefs that incorporated a wide range of different lagoon
depths and channel widths. With the morphology of both the reef (forereef and reef flat)
and incident wave forcing held constant, the wave‐driven circulation was found to increase
substantially as dimensionless reef morphology parameters characterizing the relative
lagoon depth and channel width were each independently increased. Analysis of the
wave setup fields revealed that this increased flow was due to an enhancement of the
cross‐reef water level gradient, resulting from a sharp reduction in the lagoon setup as the
frictional resistance on the lagoon‐channel return flow was diminished. This follows
similar trends observed in existing field and laboratory studies of wave‐driven reef flows.
Analysis of flushing time scales computed for each reef‐lagoon geometry predicted the
existence of optimal dimensionless lagoon depths and channel widths for a reef system,
to establish maximal coastal flushing. Overall, the circulation and flushing of coastal
reef‐lagoon systems was found to be largely controlled by the particular morphology of the
lagoon and channel region rather than solely by the morphology of the forereef and reef
flat that has been the primary focus of analytical models developed to predict wave
setup and circulation on reefs.
Citation: Lowe, R. J., C. Hart, and C. B. Pattiaratchi (2010), Morphological constraints to wave‐driven circulation in coastal
reef‐lagoon systems: A numerical study, J. Geophys. Res., 115, C09021, doi:10.1029/2009JC005753.

1. Introduction
[2] The effective management of reef‐lagoon systems
(including both coral and limestone reefs), ultimately requires
a detailed understanding of the dominant circulation patterns
that drive a number of other key processes within these
systems (e.g., sediment transport, biogeochemical cycling,
and spatial ecology). For many reefs, this circulation is
primarily driven by the effects of breaking surface waves,
which generate an increase in the mean water level (termed
“wave setup”) within the surf zone (Figure 1). Depending on
the morphology of both the reef and lagoon, a significant
mean water level difference can be established between the
reef crest and the back reef, which in many cases can drive
strong cross‐reef flows (a process driven by what has often
been described as a “wave pump” [e.g., Callaghan et al.,
2006; Nielsen et al., 2008]).
[3] Several semiempirical, one‐dimensional (1‐D) models
have been developed to predict the wave‐driven currents
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generated on reefs [e.g., Gourlay and Colleter, 2005; Hearn,
1999; Symonds et al., 1995]. To obtain an explicit analytical
solution, for the typical case where the flow is everywhere
subcritical (i.e., the water level over the reef is sufficiently
deep), all of these 1‐D models have assumed that water
crossing the reef flat empties into a sufficiently expansive
lagoon, such that the mean water level inside the lagoon is
roughly equal to the open ocean level (i.e., a boundary
condition is imposed that assumes setup within the lagoon
is negligible). When this assumption is made, the response
of the reef circulation to incident wave forcing is simply
controlled by the morphological characteristics of the shallower reef alone (e.g., the reef depth and width, and bottom
roughness properties). While this may be a reasonable
assumption for many atolls and barrier reefs having deep
and effectively unbounded lagoons, it should not always
be valid for coastal reefs (e.g., fringing reefs), where the
lagoons are bounded by the shore and often much shallower.
For these coastal reefs, any water that enters the lagoon can
only return to the ocean through gaps/channels that periodically form in these reefs. The friction that must be
overcome to drive these lagoon outflows must (to some
degree) cause the mean water level inside the coastal lagoon
to be elevated with respect to the open ocean [e.g., Lowe
et al., 2009a]. This in turn could substantially reduce the
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of a wave‐driven circulation cell in a coastal reef‐lagoon system: (a) side
view and (b) plan view. Wave breaking on the sloping forereef generates an increase in the mean water
level (wave setup) that reaches a maximum hR near the reef crest (x ≈ 0). A water level difference between
the reef (hR) and lagoon (hL) drives a cross‐reef flow. Water entering the coastally bounded lagoon returns
to the ocean through a channel in the reef. While the channel depth profile is not visible in Figure 1a, for
the model simulations, we assumed its depth was equal to the lagoon, i.e., as indicated by the horizontal
dotted line extending through the reef. Note that the configuration above may represent one circulation
cell among many that may comprise a larger‐scale coastal reef lagoon complex, i.e., see Figure 2.
(Adapted from Lowe et al. [2009a].)
water level gradient across the reef flat (and hence the wave‐
driven flow); such a process cannot be strictly captured in
existing 1‐D wave‐driven reef circulation models despite the
fact that such models have been routinely applied to these
types of coastal reef systems [e.g., Angwenyi and Rydberg,
2005; Hearn, 1999].
[4] Overall, the inherently two‐dimensional flow patterns
established in these coastal reef‐lagoon systems are quite
similar to other topographically generated nearshore flows,
such as rip currents formed on beaches with submerged bars
[i.e., Bellotti, 2004; Haller et al., 2002; Nielsen et al., 2001].
In these beach studies, it has been recognized that the
geometry and friction associated with the return flow
through the bar trough (analogous to the lagoon of a reef)
can play a dominant role in controlling the overall strength
of rip currents. For these systems, the magnitude of the
wave‐driven flow is often assumed to be related to the
maximum setup generated shoreward of the surf zone
through use of an empirical “wave pump efficiency”
parameter [e.g., Nielsen et al., 2001]. In a recent review of

flows generated on both reefs and beaches, Nielsen et al.
[2008] found that wave pump efficiencies can vary by
over three orders of magnitude, simply by the morphological variations of these systems alone.
[5] In general, while a number of studies have focused on
how the morphology of the forereef and reef flat can
influence wave setup and circulation on reefs, detailed
process‐based studies on the important role that lagoon and
channel morphology may play in the circulation of coastally
bounded reef systems are lacking in the literature. While
some studies have applied two‐dimensional (2‐D) and
three‐dimensional (3‐D) numerical models to investigate
wave‐driven circulation on reefs to generate the wave‐
driven currents, these models have typically prescribed the
setup generated along the reef crest using predictions from
simple analytical wave transformation models, i.e., similar
to those used in the 1‐D analytical reef models discussed
above [e.g., Hearn, 1996; Kraines et al., 1998; Kraines
et al., 1999; Prager, 1991]. More recently, Lowe et al.
[2009b] applied a fully coupled 3‐D wave‐circulation
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Table 1. Lagoon and Channel Geometries Used for the Numerical
Experiments
Lagoon Depth

Channel Width

Run

h*L

Run

W*C

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10

0.003
0.004
0.006
0.010
0.012
0.018
0.024
0.030
0.040
0.100

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.25
0.43
0.67
1.00
1.50
2.30
4.00

numerical model to investigate wave‐driven circulation
and flushing of a coastal reef system in Hawaii. This
model successfully reproduced the dominant wave‐driven
flow throughout this system and, moreover, highlighted
the need to incorporate the complete 2‐D lagoon and channel
momentum balances, which are not captured in existing 1‐D
wave‐driven reef circulation models. In this present study,
we build on this recent work, by conducting numerical
experiments using a coupled wave‐circulation numerical
model to more generally quantify how wave‐driven currents
within coastal reefs are controlled by the geometry of their
lagoons and channels. This in turn allows us to investigate the
morphological limits under which a coastal lagoon effectively
begins to function as unbounded, e.g., when the lagoon is
sufficiently deep and/or the channels are sufficiently wide,
such that existing 1‐D wave‐driven reef circulation models
could be reasonably applied to these systems.
[6] This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the
numerical experiments are described, including a description of the numerical model and the specific reef‐lagoon
model geometries that were tested. Dimensionless parameters that characterize the geometry of the lagoon and
channels are defined, which are systematically varied to
investigate how the responses of the circulation and flushing
of the system (via computed residence times) are controlled
by these two key morphological parameters. The model
results are presented in section 3 and discussed in section 4
and are compared with experimental observations of setup
and circulation in coastal reef systems. We find that the
wave‐driven circulation within a given reef system increases
as the lagoon depth increases and/or the channels are widened to a point where the circulation becomes constant; only
beyond this limit is setup within the lagoon roughly equal to
the surrounding ocean. Thus, variations in lagoon‐channel
morphology alone can cause dramatic shifts in the magnitude
of wave‐driven currents (by at least an order of magnitude),
which has significant ramifications for the associated flushing
rates of coastal reef‐lagoon systems.

2. Methodology
2.1. Reef‐Lagoon Geometries
[7] A series of numerical experiments were conducted by
considering a wide range of model reef‐lagoon geometries.
Each system consisted of a linearly sloping forereef, a
shallow reef flat of uniform depth hR and length LR, which
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was separated from shore a distance LL by a deeper lagoon
of depth hL (Figure 1). The reef flat was broken alongshore
at regular intervals WR, by channels of width WC. The
specific goal of this study was to investigate how the presence of a lagoon and series of channels influence the
momentum dynamics within coastally bounded reef systems, given that the response of wave‐driven circulation and
setup to varying wave forcing, forereef slope, and reef flat
properties has already been the focus of numerous previous
studies (see Gourlay and Colleter [2005] for a recent review
on the subject). Thus, for these numerical simulations, the
morphology of the forereef and reef flat were held fixed and
the response to varying lagoon‐channel morphology alone
was investigated (Table 1). Given that it was not practical to
simulate all possible natural reef geometries, for the present
study we chose a default reef morphology based on two
well‐studied coastal fringing reef systems (Kaneohe Bay,
Hawaii and Sandy Bay, Ningaloo Reef, Western Australia).
Notably both sites were used by Hearn [1999] in the
development of his 1‐D reef circulation model and have also
been the focus of recent field studies [Lowe et al., 2008b,
2009a] and numerical modeling studies [Lowe et al.,
2009b]. Given the slopes of the Kaneohe and Ningaloo
forereefs are ∼1:60 and ∼1:40, respectively; for our idealized
reef, we assumed a uniform slope of 1:50. The reef flat of
Kaneohe is slightly deeper (∼2 m) than Ningaloo (∼1 m), so
we assumed a constant reef flat depth hR = 1.5 m in all
simulations. Compared to other reefs worldwide, the cross‐
shore width of the Kaneohe reef flat (LR ∼ 1500 m) is
unusually wide, as many Indo‐Pacific reefs tend to be on the
order of only several hundred meters wide [Wiens, 1962],
including Ningaloo Reef (LR ∼ 500 m). Hence, for the
present study we assumed a model reef with LR = 500 m.
[8] For the reef‐lagoon region shoreward of the surf zone
(where wave forcing becomes weak, given that most wave
energy has been dissipated), the local momentum balance in
the streamwise (positive x) direction should dominantly be
between gradients in wave setup h and bottom friction, i.e.,
 
CD qq
d

;
dx
gh3

ð1Þ

where q = Uh is the local volume flow rate unit per
alongshore length (based on a depth‐averaged current U and
the water depth h) and CD is a quadratic drag coefficient
[Lowe et al., 2009a]. Note that the water depth h = d + h
represents the sum of the still water depth d and the wave
setup over the reef h. On the basis of the momentum balance
on the lagoon‐channel return flow, Lowe et al. [2009a]
proposed that for a fixed forereef and reef flat morphology, as well as a specified wave condition, the magnitude of
wave‐driven currents in a system will increase as either
(1) the dimensionless lagoon depth h*L ≡ hL/LR increases
and/or (2) the dimensionless channel width W*C ≡ WC/WR
increases. The first effect arises from the fact that the setup
generated on the reef flat near the reef crest hR (Figure 1) is
primarily controlled by the incident wave energy and the
geometry of the reef (both held constant in this case). Thus,
with hR roughly fixed, increasing h*L should increase the
wave‐driven flow q via (1), either when the water depth hL
of the lagoon and channel increases (which reduces friction
experienced by the return flow) or the total return flow path
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Table 2. Response of Key Hydrodynamic Parameters to Variations
in the Relative Lagoon Width
L*L

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

hR/Hrms
hL/H
prms
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
gHrms
qR/pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
3
qL/ gHrms
Tf (h)
"

0.059
0.065
0.076
0.020
2.0
0.014

0.058
0.065
0.077
0.020
3.1
0.014

0.058
0.064
0.077
0.021
4.2
0.014

0.058
0.064
0.078
0.021
5.2
0.015

length decreases (which scales with LR), thereby increasing
local water level gradients. We note that h*L (which
determines the frictional resistance experienced by the
lagoon flow) is analogous to the dimensionless reef depth
hR/LR that describes reef friction (held constant in our case),
which has previously been used to relate reef setup to the
currents generated in open lagoon systems [e.g., Gourlay
and Colleter, 2005, equation 7]. The second effect (i.e.,
increasing W*C) arises from mass conservation: For a given
volume flux exiting the channel, a relatively wider channel
will have a lower channel current speed qC (see Figure 1b),
hence also resulting in less frictional resistance experienced
by the return flow. We finally note that the remaining lagoon
dimension (LL) is believed to have only a minor effect on the
wave‐driven currents, but this was investigated in select
numerical experiments described below, where the dimensionless lagoon width L*L ≡ LL/LR was varied (Table 2). For
nearshore flows on barred beaches, Bellotti [2004] also
speculated that LL should be of secondary importance to
both hL and WC in controlling the strength of analogous rip
currents, but this was never confirmed experimentally or
numerically.
[9] A number of idealized reefs were constructed by
systematically varying both h*L and W*C , each over a range
of ten different values (Table 1). Rather than vary all
parameters independently (which would necessitate synthesizing 100 different reefs), we instead defined a default
lagoon and channel geometry having h*L = 0.01 and W*C =
0.25, with values chosen to have a similar magnitude to
those characteristic of both the Kaneohe and Ningaloo reefs.
Thus, to investigate the effect of varying lagoon depth, we
held W*C constant at the default value and varied h*L from
0.003 (i.e., the limiting value where the lagoon depth is
equal to the reef) to a relatively large value 0.1. Conversely,
to investigate the effect of varying channel width, we held
h*L constant at its default value and W*C was varied from zero
(i.e., the limit where a channel is absent) to the case where
the channel was 4 times wider than the reef. Thus, a total
of 20 different reefs formed the basis of the numerical
experiments (Table 1). Each model domain extended 3500 m
cross‐shore, where the maximum offshore water depth was
50 m. A section of reef of total width 2LR was placed at the
alongshore center of the domain, with one half of a reef
placed on either edge of the domain; this configuration was
chosen given that a cross‐shore transect at the alongshore
center of a reef section forms a no‐flow symmetry plane (see
below). We finally note that four additional reefs were
generated with dimensionless lagoon width values L*L
ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 (Table 2). The lagoon width was
thus made both smaller and larger than the default L*L = 1
used in the main simulations in Table 1.
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2.2. Model Description
[10] Two‐dimensional (2‐D) coupled wave‐current numerical simulations were conducted using MIKE21 (DHI Water,
Denmark). Both the wave (MIKE21 SW) and circulation
(MIKE21 HD FM) models used the same unstructured grids
(flexible meshes). The grids used for these simulations were
iteratively refined based on the local depth, such that the
resolution of individual cells ranged from ∼10 m over the
shallow reef flat to a maximum of ∼30 m in the deeper
waters offshore. A regular array of x‐y depth points was
generated for each reef‐lagoon geometry in Table 1 (spaced
at 10 × 10 m intervals), and these data were interpolated
onto the unstructured grids.
[11] The transformation of random, short‐crested surface
waves was simulated using the third‐generation wave model
MIKE21 SW, which numerically solved the wave action
conservation equations [Booij et al., 1999], with discretization performed using a cell‐centered, finite volume
approach. For the present application, all source terms in the
wave action balance (e.g., wind growth) were disabled in the
model. The effects of diffraction and nonlinear wave‐wave
interactions were also not considered. Given that the present
study focuses on the role of lagoon‐channel morphology on
circulation, a single wave condition was assumed based on a
typical swell condition. Hence, the wave model was forced
along the offshore boundary using a constant significant
wave height Hs = 2 m and peak period Tp = 12 s, by
assuming a standard JONSWAP frequency distribution
(g = 3.3, sa = 0.07, sb = 0.09) and a cosine to the power
5 directional distribution. In all cases, the incident waves
approached the coast from a shore‐normal direction. Wave
energy was allowed to dissipate by the effects of both depth‐
limited wave breaking and bottom friction. Wave breaking
dissipation was parameterized using the formulation by
Battjes and Janssen [1979], using an empirical breaker
parameter g. In nearshore systems, g typically varies
between 0.5 and 1.0 and can vary spatially, e.g., based on
the local wave steepness [Battjes and Stive, 1985]. For the
present study, we assumed g = 0.7, which is similar to
values observed by Lowe et al. [2009b] in a numerical study
of wave transformation on the Kaneohe reef. Rates of frictional dissipation were parameterized using a wave friction
factor fw [Nielsen, 1992], estimated from the ratio of the
wave orbital excursion length to the hydraulic roughness
length kN, by applying the empirical wave friction formulation of Jonsson [1966]. In the present study, all simulations used a constant kN = 0.2 m, which was found to
accurately parameterize rates of frictional wave damping
across the Kaneohe reef flat [Lowe et al., 2005].
[12] The 2‐D wave‐driven current fields were simulated
using a coupled hydrodynamic model [MIKE21 HD FM;
Jones et al., 2007]. Flow was simulated on the unstructured
grid by solving the unsteady shallow‐water equations using
a cell‐centered, finite volume approach (second‐order
accurate in time and space). Subgrid scale horizontal
momentum transfer was parameterized using turbulent
eddy viscosities estimated using a standard Smagorinski
[1963] closure scheme (a1 = 0.28). Bed stresses were
modeled using a quadratic drag coefficient CD = 0.02 (see
equation (1)), based on a typical value observed over coral
reefs [Lowe et al., 2008a]. We note that this drag coefficient
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Table 3. Field and Laboratory Data Sets Used for Model Comparison
Study
Gourlay and Colleter [2005]
Lowe et al. [2009a]
Lowe et al. [2008b]
Gourlay [1996]
Gourlay [1996]
Gourlay [1996]
Gourlay [1996]

Description

hR (m)

LR (m)

hR (m)

qR (m2 s−1)

h*L

W*C

Heron Island, Australia
Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii
Ningaloo Reef, Australia
Laboratory reef experiment 7
Laboratory reef experiment 8
Laboratory reef experiment 12
Laboratory reef experiment 13

2
2
1.5
0.054
0.062
0.104
0.108

700
1500
500
15
15
15
15

0.15
0.08
0.30
0.004
0.012
0.004
0.008

1.09
0.25
0.45
0.011
0.024
0.030
0.042

0.040
0.008
0.006
0.030
0.031
0.034
0.034

>0.2
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

was applied uniformly across the domain, despite the spatial
variability in bottom roughness that may occur on reefs
(e.g., when comparing regions of coral coverage versus
those dominated by sand). However, some studies have
suggested that the friction within sediment‐dominated coral
lagoons and channels may ultimately not be very different
from that of coral‐dominated reef flats, due to the presence
of patch reefs (coral structures that extend over the water
depth) and bedforms occurring on the sediment interface
that are typically present in these lagoons and channels
[Lowe et al., 2009a; see also Monismith, 2007].
[13] Along the offshore boundary, a fixed zero water level
boundary condition was prescribed, given that in this deep
water both wave setup and set‐down would be negligible. A
zero‐normal velocity (free slip) condition was imposed at
each of the lateral boundaries, given that these served as reef
symmetry planes. The circulation model was initialized
from rest and two‐way interactively coupled to the wave
model every 5 min. At each coupling step, local radiation
stresses computed from the modeled wave fields using linear
wave theory were passed to the circulation model to provide
the radiation stress gradients (wave forces) in the momentum equations that were required to drive the wave‐driven
flow. Given that the incident (offshore) wave condition was
held constant in this study, the mean circulation fields
achieved quasi steady state values after less than 2 h. Thus,
all simulations were allowed to run for a total of 5 h, and
the circulation field at the final time step was archived as the
circulation response to the incident wave condition and the
particular reef‐lagoon geometry.
2.3. Available Experimental Data Sets
[14] Although a number of reef studies have experimentally studied either wave‐driven currents [e.g., Angwenyi
and Rydberg, 2005; Kraines et al., 1998] or wave setup
distributions [e.g., Gerritsen, 1981; Seelig, 1983; Jago et al.,
2007] independently, relatively few studies have made
synoptic measurements of both currents and setup distributions across entire reef‐lagoon systems. For the present
study, the numerical model output is compared to current
and wave setup observations from the following field‐ and
laboratory‐based studies (Table 3).
[15] Gourlay and Colleter [2005] presented field observations of wave‐driven circulation at Heron Island in the Great
Barrier Reef where LR ∼ 700 m. These authors showed that
for sufficiently high tides, the momentum balance over the
reef flat was between gradients in wave setup and bottom
friction (i.e., as in equation (1)). We note that for relatively
low tides the circulation of this system was controlled by a
critical flow point at the back reef edge, hence not relevant
to the present modeling study (this issue is discussed in

detail in section 4). Hence, for comparison we consider the
high tide case where hR ∼ 2 m. Water crossing the reef
exited into a fairly deep channel (hL ∼ 30 m) between Heron
Island and Wistari Island, such that h*L ∼ 0.04 (Table 3). As
noted by the authors, the geometry of this system is somewhat more complicated than Figure 1, making WC and WR
difficult to accurately define; however, the ratio W*C can be
treated as fairly large (i.e., >0.2).
[16] Lowe et al. [2009a] conducted detailed measurements
of wave setup and circulation across a reef‐lagoon system in
Kaneohe Bay, HI (see details above), where on average
hR ∼ 2 m, LR ∼ 1500 m, and hL ∼ 12 m, thus making h*L ∼
0.008. For this system, the channel‐to‐reef width ratio was
W*C ∼ 0.25.
[17] Lowe et al. [2008b] presented field data collected on
a section of Ningaloo Reef, Australia, where hR ∼ 1 m, LR ∼
500 m and hL ∼ 3 m, such that h*L ∼ 0.006. For this system,
the channel‐to‐reef ratio was also W*C ∼ 0.25.
[18] Finally, Gourlay [1996] conducted detailed experiments on wave setup and circulation in the laboratory, by
utilizing an elaborate physical model of a coral reef‐lagoon
system. This laboratory reef was designed with LR ∼ 15 m,
and the mean water depth hR over the reef was allowed to
vary between 0.0 and 0.1 m. In this study, the ratio of the
channel‐to‐reef width was held fixed at WC* ∼ 0.5. As for
the Gourlay and Colleter [2005] case, we only compare
the model output to the relevant case where the flow over the
reef was subcritical; thus, we compare with the laboratory
data collected at higher water levels (hR ∼ 0.05−0.1 m)
during moderate wave forcing, i.e., corresponding to experiments 7−8 and 12−13 reported in the study by Gourlay
[1996]. For this laboratory reef, the associated lagoon and
channel depth was hL ∼ 0.5 m, such that the dimensionless
lagoon depth was equivalent to h*L ∼ 0.033.

3. Results
[19] For illustration using the default reef‐lagoon morphology ( h*L = 0.010; W*C = 0.25), wave breaking on the reef
led to the elevation of the mean water level over the reef by
∼0.1 m (Figure 2). While setup near the reef crest (x/LR = 0)
was somewhat greater than in the lagoon, setup within the
lagoon was not close to zero. This relatively small setup
difference between the reef and lagoon (∼0.02 m) drove a
relatively weak current (∼0.2 m s−1) across the reef flat.
Water crossing the reef ultimately exited the reef as jets
(∼0.5 m s−1) through the narrow channels. Overall, this
dominant circulation pattern was consistent with conceptual
models of wave‐driven flows generated within coastal reef
systems (e.g., Figure 1).
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Figure 2. An example current vector field with the associated wave setup field (in m) also shown, for the
default lagoon‐channel morphology (h*L = 0.01; W*C = 0.25). Note that the shoreline (x/LR = +2) is located
at the top of the figure and only one of every four velocity vectors used in the simulations is plotted. The
pair of vertical dotted lines highlight an individual circulation cell, i.e., as in Figure 1b.
3.1. Wave Setup
[20] When comparing all morphologies, increasing the
lagoon depth ratio dramatically altered the 2‐D wave setup
fields (Figures 3a−3c). For cases where the lagoon depth
was equal to the depth of the reef flat ( h*L = 0.003), the
mean water level was roughly constant between the reef

crest (x/LR = 0) and shore (x/LR = 2) (see also Figure 4a).
However, increasing h*L gradually reduced setup in the
lagoon toward zero, leading to a region of relatively elevated
mean water level over the shallow reef flat (Figures 3a−3c).
[21] Increasing h*L only had a very small effect on the
setup hR generated at the reef crest (Figures 4a and 5a).
Thus, despite the wide range of h*L values simulated,

Figure 3. Wave setup distribution (in m) as a function of varying lagoon‐channel morphology, shown
for varying lagoon depth with fixed channel width W*C = 0.25 (Figures 3a–3c) and varying channel width
with fixed lagoon depth h*L = 0.010 (Figures 3d and 3e): (a) h*L = 0.003 (lagoon depth equal to the reef
flat), (b) h*L = 0.012, (c) h*L = 0.040, (d) W*C = 1.0, and (e) W*C = 4.0.
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Figure 4. Cross‐shore wave setup profiles as a function of lagoon depth ratio h*L, (a) across the reef at
y = 0 and (b) through the middle of the channel at y = LR + WC. Wave setup profiles as a function of
channel width ratio W*C, (c) across the reef and (d) through the middle of the channel. Note that for each
morphology, setup values are normalized by hR, the value observed at the reef crest (x = 0, y = 0).
dimensionless reef setup (based on the offshore
pﬃﬃﬃ root‐mean‐
squared (rms) wave height Hrms ∼ Hs/ 2) was roughly
constant at hR/Hrms ∼ 0.06, comparable to the values of O
(0.01) generally observed on beaches [e.g., Raubenheimer et
al., 2001] and similar mild‐sloping reefs [e.g., Lowe et al.,
2008b, 2009a]. Conversely, dimensionless setup (hL/Hrms)
inside the lagoon responded strongly to h*L, with values
ranging from a maximum of ∼0.08 when h*L ∼ 0 (and hence
even slightly greater than maximum hR/Hrms), to nearly
zero when h*L > 0.04 (Figure 5a).
[22] Increasing the relative channel width W*C also reduced
setup within the lagoon (Figures 4c−4d), however, the
response was somewhat different when compared to varying h*L. For W*C ^ 0.3, setup in the lagoon behind the reef
flat remained relatively constant with a value only slightly
lower than the reef water level (hL/hR ∼ 0.8−0.9) (Figures 4c
and 5b). Setup within the channel decreased more strongly
with increases in W*C (Figure 4d); however, even for an
extreme case where the channel was 4 times wider than the
reef itself, setup within the channel was still ∼50% of the
maximum setup observed on the reef.
[23] As expected, varying the lagoon width over a range
of L*L had no appreciable effect on both the setup on the reef

hR and within the lagoon hL, with both parameters varying
by <2% over this range of L*L (Table 2).
3.2. Circulation
[24] The response of the wave setup distributions to h*L
and W*C led to appreciable differences in the magnitude of
the wave‐driven currents that were generated (Figures 5c
and 5d). Increasing the relative
lagoon
depth h*L increased
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
3
the dimensionless flow q/ gHrms [Gourlay, 1996] across
the reef crest (at x/LR = 0), from a minimum value ∼0 when
the lagoon depth was equal to the reef flat depth (h*L =
0.003) to a constant maximum value of ∼0.15 when h*L ^
0.03. Flow crossing the back reef (x/LR ∼ 1), i.e., the flow
that directly entered the deeper lagoon, was much weaker
(<30%) compared to the flow crossing the reef (Figure 5c).
Hence, the bulk of water initially crossing over the reef crest
never reached the lagoon and instead entered the channels
laterally from the channel edges; this was also evident
from the flow pattern in Figure 2. Increasing the relative
channel width W*C similarly increased flow across the reef
(Figure 5d). Interestingly, when the channel became relatively
wideﬃ (W*C ^ 1), the dimensionless flow across the reef
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3 ∼ 0.16) was almost equal to the limiting value for
(q/ gHrms
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Figure 5. (a) Setup measured on the reef crest (x = 0, y = 0) and back reef/lagoon (x = LR, y = 0), as a
function of the lagoon depth ratio h*L. (b) Corresponding setup response as a function of varying channel
width ratio W*C (note that this is plotted on a logarithmic scale). (c) Dimensionless flow across the reef
crest (x/LR = 0) and the back reef (x/LR = 1) as a function of varying lagoon depth. (d) Corresponding
flow response to varying channel width (plotted on a logarithmic scale). Note that the values for the q
above represent spatial averages, as integrated along the reef from y/LR = –1 to +1.
large h*L. Flow across both the reef crest qR and discharging
into the lagoon qL were both not appreciably influenced by
variations in dimensionless lagoon width L*L over this range
(Table 2).
3.3. Reef‐Lagoon Flushing Times
[25] Flushing times Tf for the reef‐lagoon region were
estimated for each simulation as [Fischer et al., 1979],
Tf ¼ V =Q;

ð2Þ

where V is the volume of water enclosed within the reef‐
lagoon system for a circulation cell of alongshore width
WR + WC, and Q is the total shoreward volume flow rate
(units m3 s−1) across the alongshore section of reef. We note
that equation (2) effectively assumes that material exiting
the channels does not become reentrained into the reef

system and as such would represent a minimum flushing
time [Monsen et al., 2002]. The true flushing time of a reef
system may also depend strongly on the alongshore currents
and mixing processes occurring in the adjacent ocean offshore of the reef, which were not considered here.
[26] For this system (Figure 1), two different flushing
times were defined: (1) a Tf based on the flow over the reef
crest and the volume of water within the region x/LR > 0
including both the reef flat and the lagoon, i.e., V =
(WRLR)hR + (WRLL + WCLR + WCLL)hC; and (2) a Tf based
on the flow over the back reef and considering just the
lagoon volume enclosed by this region (x/LR > 1), i.e., V =
(WR + WC)hCLL. Although each flushing time initially
decreased as both h*L and W*C were increased, minimum
(optimal flushing) values were attained for h*L ∼ 0.15 and
WC* ∼ 0.5, respectively (Figures 6a, 6b). Further increases in
both h*L and W*C, caused Tf to increase. The existence of an
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Figure 6. Flushing times Tf estimated from equation (2), as a function of (a) varying dimensionless
lagoon depth and (b) varying dimensionless channel width (plotted on a logarithmic scale). Wave pump
efficiency " computed from equation (4), as a function of (c) varying dimensionless lagoon depth and
(d) varying dimensionless channel width (plotted on a logarithmic scale). “Front reef” refers to the
flushing time estimated from the entire reef‐lagoon volume (x/LR > 0) and the flow across the reef qR,
whereas “back reef” refers to the flushing time associated with the lagoon region only (x/LR > 1) and the
flow qL discharging into the lagoon.
optimum lagoon‐channel morphology for maximal flushing
arises from the opposing response of Q and V in equation (2)
to increases in both h*L and W*C. While increasing h*L and WC*
generated higher cross‐reef flow Q (Figures 5c and 5d), it
also increased the volume of water V enclosed by the reef‐
lagoon system. These opposing responses led to the minima
in Tf that was observed in Figures 6a and 6b. While flushing
rates associated with the lagoon region alone exhibited the
same trend to those based on the total volume (reef + lagoon
region), rates for the latter were >2 times slower than for
the former. This was due to the sluggish nature of the
lagoonal flow relative to the much stronger flow on the reef
(Figures 5c and 5d).
[27] Although the width of the lagoon appeared to play a
very minor role in controlling the magnitude of the wave‐
driven currents, it did have a strong influence on the
flushing time Tf associated with the reef‐lagoon system.
From equation (2), as L*L increased, the volume V enclosed

by the system also increased resulting in longer flushing
times Tf (Table 2).
3.4. Comparison With Field and Laboratory
Observations
[28] The experimental data sets described in section 2
incorporate a wide range of reef‐lagoon morphologies,
with forcing provided by a range of incident wave conditions. It is not the goal of the present study to conduct
detailed hindcast simulations of the specific wave‐driven
flow patterns generated within these particular systems (e.g.,
as was done for Kaneohe Bay in the study by Lowe et al.
[2009b]). Rather, results from the present modeling study
are compared with these previous experimental data sets to
investigate whether known variations in their dominant
morphological characteristics do indeed lead to significant
differences in the primary momentum balances that are
established within these reef‐lagoon systems. We note that
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Figure 7. Modeled response from equation (3) as a function of dimensionless lagoon depth and
compared with corresponding field and laboratory data from Table 3.
the setup hR generated near the reef crest will be strongly
dependent on the morphology of the reef (i.e., forereef slope
and reef depth) and incident wave characteristics (i.e., wave
height and period), which all differ significantly between
studies. Thus, to conduct this analysis, we use the values of
hR reported in these studies and relate this data to the
measured volume flow rate qR that was observed (Table 3).
In particular, we note that for cases where lagoon setup is
negligible (i.e., hL ∼ 0), equation (1) applied over the reef
would predict
qR;max

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gh3R R
;
¼
LR CD

ð3Þ

where qR,max represents the maximum flow that could be
attained for a given setup hR over the reef. However, the
actual flow across the reef qR may be much lower than
qR,max, due to the presence of setup inside the lagoon (i.e.,
as in Figure 5), which would reduce the cross‐reef water
level gradient.
[29] For comparison with the numerical model results
(Figures 4−6), we note that all systems described in Table 3
have a channel‐to‐reef width ratio comparable to the default
value used in all model simulations (W*C = 0.25), except for
the Gourlay [1996] reef where W*C was twice as wide.
Conversely, these experimental systems display a wide
range of relative lagoon depths (h*L = 0.006−0.040), which
incorporate the range over which we would expect to see
significant differences in the response of the wave‐driven
reef flow qR (i.e., Figure 5c). Figure 7 shows the modeled
qR, normalized by the maximum flow expected via
equation (3), and plotted as a function of h*L. For h*L ^ 0.04,
the ratio qR/qR,max predicted from the model is nearly 1,
indicating that at these depths the lagoons effectively behave
as unbounded (i.e., hL ∼ 0). However, for h*L⪅ 0.04, the ratio

qR/qR,max rapidly decreases towards zero, indicating that
flow becomes constrained by the morphology of the lagoon
and channels. We note that for large h*L the ratio asymptotes
to a value slightly greater than unity (∼1.2). At least two
factors would contribute to the slight enhancement of the
flow observed at the reef crest (x/LR = 0). First, not all wave
energy is dissipated offshore of the reef crest, i.e., some
waves are transmitted across the reef flat where they are
gradually dissipated by bottom friction, as is expected on
reef flats having finite depth [e.g., Lowe et al., 2005].
Indeed, inspection of the wave fields indicate that wave
heights at the reef crest are reduced to only 20%−30% of
offshore values, implying that some weak wave forcing
(radiation stress gradients) remains at the reef crest. Thus,
while the momentum balance is dominated by the pressure
gradient and friction terms in the general 1‐D momentum
equations [see Lowe et al., 2009a], the flow must be
enhanced somewhat by the presence of radiation stress
gradients in the vicinity, e.g., as noted in Symonds et al.
[1995]. Second, although visual inspection of the current
vectors indicates the flow on the reef is mostly one‐
dimensional if the lagoon is relatively deep (i.e., generally
flowing from the reef crest x/LR = 0 to the back reef
x/LR = 1), given the finite width WR of the reef flat, some
cross‐reef flow is naturally diverted laterally toward the
channels (this divergence is apparent in, e.g., the intermediate lagoon depth case of Figure 2). Thus, any lateral
diversion of reef flow towards the channels will result in
somewhat higher flow at the reef crest than predicted using
equation (3), given that the friction the water mass experiences as it moves over the reef, would effectively occur (on
average) over a slightly shorter distance than LR.
[30] The corresponding data from the field and laboratory
studies in Table 3 follow a similar trend to the modeled
response curve (Figure 7). The systems studied by Gourlay
[1996] and Gourlay and Colleter [2005] have qR/qR,max ∼ 1,
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thus similar to the model predictions that indicate that the
momentum dynamics in the lagoon play a negligible
role in limiting the overall wave‐driven circulation. For the
remaining studies, qR/qR,max is much less than 1, thus confirming that magnitude of wave‐driven flows within coastally
bounded reef systems such as Kaneohe Bay and Ningaloo
Reef may be significantly constrained by the friction that
their return flows encounter through their shallower and/or
narrower lagoons and channels.

4. Discussion
4.1. Morphological Controls on Wave‐Driven
Circulation and Flushing
[31] Previous studies have identified a clear relationship
between the morphology of a forereef/reef flat and the
magnitude of the wave‐driven currents generated within
these systems. Analytical 1‐D models of wave‐driven reef
circulation have thus been developed to predict the response
of cross‐reef currents to variables such as the incident wave
energy flux, forereef slope, reef flat depth and width, and
bottom roughness [Gourlay and Colleter, 2005; Hearn,
1999; Symonds et al., 1995]. However, these approaches
do not incorporate the effect of the morphology and associated friction within the lagoons and channels that we
found could ultimately control circulation within coastally
bounded reef‐lagoon systems. Only for coastal systems
having relatively deep lagoons and/or very wide channels
would the morphology of a shallow reef solely play the
dominant role. For the lagoon‐channel morphology to be
unimportant for a particular reef geometry, the results from
this study indicate that the water depth of a lagoon must
approach nearly10% of the cross‐shore reef flat length LR,
while the channel width must be at least equal to the
alongshore width of the reef flat WR. For typical fringing
coral reef systems along continental shelves (e.g., Ningaloo
Reef, Western Australia), the lagoons are relatively shallow
(<5 m) and channels in the reef are relatively narrow.
Therefore, for these coastal reefs, the morphology of the
lagoons/channels would be a major (or dominant) factor in
controlling the circulation and flushing rates in these systems. For systems having much deeper and effectively
unbounded lagoons (e.g., for the many individual reefs that
form the Great Barrier Reef; e.g., Symonds et al., 1995),
neglecting these lagoon momentum balance can be reasonable, in which case the wave‐driven currents should instead
be controlled solely by the morphology of the shallower
reef.
[32] The type of hydrodynamic control described here is
very different from the controls on wave‐driven circulation
that have been the focus of other reef studies. Gourlay
[1996] and later Gourlay and Colleter [2005] highlighted
two hydrodynamic control mechanisms that arise from the
morphology of the shallow reef: (1) a condition of “reef‐top
control” where gradients in wave setup are balanced by
friction over the reef flat and (2) a condition of “reef‐rim
control” where the reef flat is sufficiently shallow that the
flow over the reef becomes supercritical and controlled by a
critical flow point at the back‐reef edge (i.e., at the reef rim).
The former control mechanism may be more common on
coastal fringing reefs; however, the latter control mechanism
has been observed on some atolls where the top of the reef
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sits very near the open ocean (still) water level [e.g.,
Callaghan et al., 2006]. The present study focuses on a
control mechanism that is different from these two “reef”
controls, whereby the wave‐driven currents are instead
constrained by the friction of the lagoon‐channel return
flows. For coastal reefs, the momentum dynamics within the
lagoon and channel region should play a dominant role in
most cases. For both Kaneohe Bay (LR ∼ 2000 m, hL ∼ 10 m)
and Ningaloo (LR ∼ 500 m, hL ∼ 3 m), the dimensionless
lagoon depth is h*L ∼0.005, while the relative channel
width W*C in both systems is roughly 0.2. Thus, for the
lagoon‐channel return flow dynamics to be unimportant in
these particular systems, their lagoons would have to be at
least a factor of 5 times deeper and/or their channels be at
least 3 times wider than they presently are.
[33] In terms of coastal lagoon flushing rates, the lagoon‐
channel momentum dynamics were found to play a more
complex role. Although an increase in either h*L or W*C
always increased the cross‐reef flow (Figures 5c and 5d),
doing so also increased the volume of water enclosed within
the system. Thus, the counteracting response of Q and V in
equation (2) to variations in lagoon morphology led to an
optimum h*L or WC* that induced maximal coastal flushing
(Figures 6a and 6b). For the reef geometry considered in the
present study (LR = 500 m; WR = 1000 m; hR = 1.5 m), the
optimal flushing occurred for h*L ∼ 0.15 and W*C ∼ 0.5. We
note, however, that reefs having different geometries may
have different values of h*L or W*C to achieve optimal
flushing.
[34] In general, the results confirm previous suggestions
[e.g., Bellotti, 2004] that the relative lagoon width L*L plays a
minor role (in comparison to h*L or WC*) in controlling both
setup and circulation in these coastally bounded nearshore
systems. We note that at some point where L*L ∼ 0 (i.e., the
lagoon is absent), no net flow should discharge across the
reef; however, these results suggest that for systems with at
least L*L > 0.5, the lagoon width does not play a dominant
role in the overall momentum dynamics of a system. Thus,
increasing the width of the lagoon appears to only increase
the amount of low velocity (sluggish) water occupying the
back lagoon, which results in greater reef‐lagoon flushing
times Tf.
[35] Finally, we must emphasize that while the reef
morphology was held fixed in the present study (i.e., hR,
LR, and WR), the importance of the lagoon morphology on
the circulation ultimately depends on the magnitude of the
lagoon/channel dimensions (hL and WC) relative to the reef,
i.e., the response is dictated by the dimensionless parameters
h*L and W*C rather than the particular dimensional values that
hL and WC have. Thus, if we consider a lagoon of fixed
depth hL, the importance of the lagoon on the overall
momentum dynamics will also decrease as LR is reduced
(i.e., this likewise increases h*L = hL/LR). This is because the
total friction experienced by flow in a lagoon of depth hL
also depends on the return flow path length that scales with
LR per equation (1), i.e., as LR increases the flow in the
lagoon must travel a greater distance to return to the ocean.
Thus, while a wave‐driven flow may be significantly
restricted by friction as it moves through a coastal lagoon,
the type of lagoon control described here should not viewed
as being truly independent of the reef morphology, i.e., its
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importance is governed by the horizontal scale of the reef in
relation to the lagoon depth.
4.2. Implications for Wave Pump Efficiency
[36] Variations in either the lagoon or channel geometry
were found to have a very minimal effect on the setup
generated at the reef crest hR (Figure 4), despite the large
influence these parameters had on the magnitude of cross‐
reef flows over the reef (between 0 and 0.8 m s−1; see
Figures 5c and 5d). The reef setup was thus largely controlled by the morphology of the reef itself (e.g., reef flat
depth and forereef slope) as well as the incident wave
forcing. The key role that reef morphology plays has already
been recognized in a number of previous studies [e.g.,
Symonds et al., 1995; Gourlay and Colleter, 2005]. However, for the coastally bounded reef systems studied here,
setup in the lagoon/channel hL was much more sensitive to
changes in the lagoon‐channel geometry (Figures 5a and
5b). Given that it is the water level difference between the
reef crest hR and the lagoon hL that provides the pressure
gradient to drive cross‐reef wave‐driven flows, the circulation of coastal reef systems can thus be largely controlled by
the morphology of the lagoon and channels rather than by
the morphology of the shallow reef.
[37] The strength of the wave‐driven circulation (or the
“wave pump”) generated in nearshore systems has often
been parameterized using an empirical wave pump efficiency parameter ". This concept has been applied to coral
reefs [e.g., Callaghan et al., 2006], to the study of rip currents on barred beaches [e.g., Bruun and Viggosson, 1977;
Nielsen et al., 2001, 1999], and has been recently reviewed
for general nearshore systems by Nielsen et al. [2008]. The
wave pump efficiency " empirically relates the fraction of
incident wave energy flux per unit length along a coast that
is converted to useful pumping power [i.e., Callaghan et al.,
2006]:
gmax q ¼ "Ef ;

ð4Þ

where hmax is the maximum setup in the system (roughly
equivalent to hR in our case), q is the incoming cross‐shore
volume flow rate (equivalent to qR over the reef), and Ef is
the incident wave energy flux, which for a given deep‐water
rms wave height Hrms and period Tp is [e.g., Gourlay, 1996]
Ef ¼

g2 2
H Tp :
32 rms

ð5Þ

A review of " for different nearshore systems conducted by
Nielsen et al. [2008] attempted to relate ", functionally, to
both properties of the incident waves and properties of the
coastal topography. In particular, Nielsen et al. [2008]
proposed a functional relationship between " and the product of the beach (or forereef) slope b and
the surf similarity
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
parameter z 0 (defined as z 0 ≡ tan b/ Hrms =L0 based on
the deep water wave length L0). While this expression
worked well to collapse all data considered in their study
[see Nielsen et al., 2008, Figure 3], it thus treated " as
being only dependent on the morphological properties of
the beach slope/forereef and the incident waves; the
potential role of lagoon and channel morphology was not
explicitly considered.
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[38] However, the results of the present study may be used
to investigate how " may respond to such variations in
lagoon and channel morphology. To investigate this
response, values of hR (Figures 5a and 5b), qR (Figures 5c
and 5d), and Ef (equation (5); Hrms = 1.4 m, Tp = 12 s)
that were each computed for the different h*L and WC*
simulations, were used with equation (4) to calculate "
(Figures 6c and 6d). Values of " ranged from ∼0 for systems
with relatively shallow lagoons or narrow channels, to a
maximum of " ∼ 0.03 when h*L and W*C were sufficiently
large. This maximum efficiency is within the wide range of
" ∼ 0.001−0.1 typically observed in nearshore systems.
Notably, in the present numerical experiments both b ∼ 0.02
and z 0 ∼ 0.25 were held constant, since reef morphology
and incident wave conditions were also held constant. Thus,
the large variability in " shown in Figures 6c and 6d arises
from changes in lagoon/channel geometry alone, which is
not accounted for in the Nielsen et al. [2008] scaling. This
could at least explain some of the large scatter in observed ",
as summarized in Figure 7 of Nielsen et al. [2008], where
values ranging from " ∼ 0.008−0.2 were reported for the
three systems scaled to have equivalent forereef morphology
and wave conditions to the present numerical study (i.e., it
can be shown that for this numerical study, the dimensionless setup used in the x axis of their figure is equivalent to
∼0.1−0.2). In general, the incorporation of these dimensionless lagoon and channel morphology parameters into
future empirical formulations would no doubt help to generalize their applicability to a much wider class of coastal
reef systems, which would ultimately improve their prediction of wave‐driven currents and coastal flushing rates.

5. Conclusions
[39] Numerical experiments conducted using a 2‐D
coupled wave‐circulation numerical model highlighted the
dominant role that the lagoon and channel morphology will
generally play on the circulation and flushing of coastal
reef‐lagoon systems. Setup generated on the reef near the
crest was largely insensitive to changes in lagoon‐channel
geometry; however, setup within the coastally bounded
lagoon decreased significantly in response to changes in
both dimensionless lagoon depth and channel width. With
the wave‐driven currents across the reef being controlled by
the water level difference between the reef and lagoon, the
magnitude of these wave‐driven currents increased markedly as the lagoon depth or channel width became larger, up
to a point where the maximum flow for a given reef and
incident wave energy flux was achieved. Thus, given that
the cross‐shore lengths of coral reef flats worldwide are
typically LR ∼ 500 m, results from this study suggest that the
lagoon depths would have to be roughly >20 m and channels would have to occupy >50% of the reef coastline, in
order for the lagoon‐channel morphology to be unimportant.
Both of these conditions would rarely be met in natural
coastal reef‐lagoon systems (e.g., fringing continental‐shelf
reefs), suggesting that the overall wave‐driven circulation
of these systems would generally be strongly influenced
(or even dominated) by the particular lagoon‐channel
morphology.
[40] Existing 1‐D analytical models of wave‐driven reef
circulation have largely focused on the important role that
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forereef and reef‐flat morphology plays in generating wave
setup over reefs. By assuming that the lagoon does not
factor into the overall momentum balance (i.e., that setup
inside the lagoon is negligible), these studies have been able
to develop analytical models to predict wave‐driven currents.
This simple one‐dimensional momentum balance would be
reasonable for systems with very deep lagoons (e.g., for
many atolls and barrier reefs), and these models have indeed
been successful in predicting wave‐driven currents within
these systems. However, such approaches will fail to accurately predict circulation for coastally bounded reefs where
flow is constrained by the presence of a much shallower
lagoon and relatively narrow channels. Thus, to most
accurately predict the inherently 2‐D flows within these
types of coastal reefs, more complex 2‐D (or 3‐D) coupled
wave‐circulation numerical models should be applied.
[41] Acknowledgments. R.J.L. acknowledges support for this project
from an Australian Research Council Discovery Project grant DP0770094.
Special thanks to Morten Rugbjerg, Ole Peterson, and Tony Chiffings at
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